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N~~EDED: STU PENT F()R after school chilcl·carc, 2
chtldrcn, my home ncar Unl\len;ity, 3-5 duy~ .per
week, J-4 hr'i, per day. 265·6871 cvts.
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Nf\ED f)ART~TIME jaurnulisl writer interested Jn
promoting i!lld f~ml-rnising. New organlt.ation
~imilnr 10 ERA and more. Only sincere: uecd apply.
Grow wilh .il. Send resume to J 124 Cuervo NE
Albuqucrquc 1 NM 87110.
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Sleep Study
SubjectS
Sleep study subjects are being" Invited to
participate ln a study of two types of sleep•
Jng pills.

Subjects who hovo had dllllculiY· sleep•
Jog for at least lwo weeksr Who have no rna•
jor illn-esS and who are not now taking
sleeping pills or psychololgical medication
are likely fo be sui! able.
The study requires thtee InterVIews and
Includes a run medical evaluation. There !s
no cost-to SUbJects admitted lei .the study.
ihose-wtm need more· lntormatlon or are·
Interested In attendtng a SCreening lntef·
view shoUld -'Mite to:

...

• Dr. Jack Bennet!~_bept.
of.Pt~ychlatry UNMJ

620 Camino de Salud NE, 81131
or phone; Mrs, e·etty Blerner
265•1711; Ext 2612, Mon, throLlQh Frl'.
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''ASLEEP
ATTHE
WHEEL''
Friday and Saturday. November 3 & 4

•

Tickets available at all
ticket master locations
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I-40 East, North on North 14
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·\l UCQU[:RQUC lUKE COOP mechanic~ perform
Clmlhlv I"Cpa[r'i at tca<;Onablc prices. Fluts Oxcd: Under'
Sl-~(l. (;car<. adju~uxh $1.25. Wflctls built: $6.00.
Winler hm1n- 11·6. 106 Girard SE. Roam J 11. 265~170.
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1'Yt'I5T - 24 BOUlt SERVICE IUM Selectric lJ;
Jean, 255-9426, after 4:00pm._
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IliA NO U~SSONS JUILLIARD: M.A. SIO pcr/ht.,
adultc; and children. 243·1514.
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FAMOUS QU!VlRA BOOKSHOf' and phoMgraphy
g:~llcry i~ luc;alcd V1 block rronr .lol111son O]'nt atll·l
Contcll. Special order service.
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i).\..lYI'JN(; SHt\'tn:. A ..:omplctc

ROO-M FOR RENT in Valley home, :S 100 plus
tJ!illtic~ with fireplace, hardwood noon. Fifttcn mtn,
rrotrl c:unpu~. Co.ll Mike tit 817·5939. _
11/17
NOll HILL MOTI!t.. lten!ioitablc dally Md weekly
rates. 3712 Ccntrnl Sit Ncar UNM. Phone 2.55-3172
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HOUSING
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411.{)()(1
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Election '78
ACROSS
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Monday, November 6, 1978
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Ski Fair ~·

E

ot N;1vy Nuclear Power
Other 11Ption~ ilViiilablc.
Mlni_mum of Bach!!lor<> th:grcl! hi miithcnmtit;S,
ph~""IC\, unclear phy~1c~ or engineering wi01 n GPA or
'L2 nr lugl1cr. Mil\ I be between lhc ages of J9 and 29.
Stgo U]l noV¥ Ill llw rla~;cmcm office for a personal
mtcr..1cw.
t 1/03

I 00:.. 1 (•'I\:( KT'i 'tu~T (,~tu \fen'" I tKkcr Rm1111.
itt·~~.u.l l71 ~A~"
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for Interview.
A•1 Really

UNMSKICLUB

in~1ructor pmltlon<o open
S~hool, Orlando Horida,
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nit! "-1 ,,f { ,,mwurmn ·(m.mJ Rcwuul' Alter lipll1

~HHJn, . .:!'>~-~H!lfl

CD

monthly, cioipt:n~cs puld, sl'ghts~;cing. Free ino.~ Write:
ln!crn:Jtional ,lob Center, Uox 4490-NB Berkeley, CA
.H704.
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Students are rem inded to exercise their
civic voice at the polls
tomorrow.
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TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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Join the neighborhood pro·
fessionals Your opportuni·
ties are unlimited in real
estate sales

door prizes • latest ski equipment show • films

/,ART TJME WORKERS,. -3 evenln~s per week,
Cleaning offices - profiJ sharing, Call 7:00am·
I I :OOnm. 21J3·3410.
11/09
OVERSEAS JOBS· SUMMER/full dme. Europe, S.
Amcric:t, Australia, Asia, e!c. All fields, $$00-1200

o.,l I)_ < lilim MarrunllaU R1m111l0~
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hl·Vl"f<I_!I,L'\. 2•1l (J I 1'1
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54 Wears by
friction
1 Snakes
58 Jockey
5 Agriculture
Ralphgoddess
59 Numerical
10 And others:
prefix
2 words,
60 Calendar
abbr.
abbr.
14 Shed
62 Lariats
15 Church vest· 65 Adore
ment
67 Girl's name
16 Monk of TI69 Farm animal
bet
70 Asian gulf
17 Mountain:
71 Ectal's
Prefix
opposite
18 Colorless
72 Great Lake
gas
73 Merhandise
19 Lammed
74 College ofli20 Stalls
cials
22 Fleck
75 Lifeless
24 Integer
DOWN
25 Centers
1 Minor
27 Missions
prophet
29 Vinyls
2 Classify
32 Make known
3 Delightful
33 Gallop
feeling
34 About
4 Rocks
36 Watchword
5 Sledding
40 Noble of
6 Misreckon
Peru
7 - to riches
42 Growl
8 Run away
44 Toil
9 Spanish title
45 Game birds
10 Brownie
47 Follow
11 Claw
49 Luau fare
12 Revise
50 Stopping
13 Bails
place
21 Facts
52 Free
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World News
GOP gets last-minute million
Cornmillcc ha> just injc~:tcd nearly
$1 million oJ last-minute campaign
rumh into key Senate conte>tS, a
survey ol' reports to the Senate
SUNG LASS HD'QTS
showed Sunday.
l'res<·riptions Lenses Mude
The race> bcncl'iting from the
• From \'our Old G lusses
c~tra $900,(XJO include Ll1ose in
Casey Optical Co.
Ma,achusetts,
Texas
and
•.1 d'"''~ \\ l'!ol uf ( :u\l'~ 1\1'\1111 Uru~·
Michigan,
the
paper
said.
l,omas at Washington • 265-5846
The GOP national conunittec'>

WASfiiNCiTON (l!i'l) ·- '[he
RcJHrblkan Senate Campai~n
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Who says Bob Hawk
belongs in Congress?
•

The Albuquerque Jounw/,
which endorsed him.

•

Albuquf!rque Mayor David Rusk.

•

The 30.000-member New Mexico
State AFL-CIO.

•

Santa Fe Mayor Arthur Trujillo.

•

The 7,000-member Nation;,\ Education
Association-New Mexico.

We deserve more than a pen pal
in Washington.
We deserve

LEADERSHIP ••• AT LAST

ROBERT
M. 11A\VK
DEMOCRAT FOR CONGRESS
Pa1d lor by 1-tu.rlr.lor Congress Commltlee
.Evelyn Notn, Tte;JSutf.r

campaign contribution> now tota.l
more than $3.2 million ·· or >rx
Limes the amount Democrats have
spent.
The Washington Post said
reports filed in the Senate showed
three (iOP incumbents .. Scns.
RoberL Griffin of Michigan,
Edward Brooke of Massachusetts
and John Tower of Texas ..
received more than $143,000 each
by Oct. 28.
Other Republicans received large
amounts in Colorado, Maine, West
Virginia,
Montana,
North
Carolina, South Carolina and
Virginia, the Post said.

Students

Cambodia asks
for battle's end
HONG KONG (UPl) .. China
acct•~ed Vietnam Monday oi'
starting the wor>t cla:;h between the
two Communht neighbors as a
"gift" to the Soviet Union.
Cambodia called on Vietnam to end
the i'ighti ng along their border and
sign a friendship treaty.
But Vietnam ;aid China had
touched off the hostilities last
Wednesday and said Peking "Must
bear full responsibility for the

consequences.''

Labor blasts
White House
economists

back GOP

The official new China news
ngen~y charged that Vietnam
lanchcd a massive surprise attack
across the border, wounding 12
Chinese, kidnapping eight and
killing six of the captives,
"Is it not crystal clear that the
Vietnamese authorities, for the sake
of their regional hegemonist
pursuits, would not hesitate to enter
into full alliance with the· Soviet
Union and act as an Asian Cuba
and an anti-China shock force?"
the agency asked.
It said the Vietnamese had at·
tacked in a "flagrant escalation of
their anti-China campaign and as a
presentation gift to the Soviet
Union."
But the official Vietnam news
agency described the Chinese
version of the battle as "reversing
wrong and right."
"No amount of distortion alters
the evidence that the Chinese
deployed thousands of troops deep
into Vietnamese territory, resulting
in losses of lives to Vietnamese and
six Chinese left behind in Viet·

The newspaper said the most
WASHINGTON (UP!) .. Labor
controversial donations went to
leader
George
Meany
former Rep. Jim Martin, who
diplomatically declined to blame
hopes to succeed Sen. Maryon
President Carter Sunday for the
Allen in Alaba1na,
wage-price spiral, but accused top
By election day, the Post said, White House economic advisers of
Martin expects to receive more than "jawboning" America into near nam," Hanoi said.
double-digit inflation.
$230,000 from the committee.
The accusations coincided with
"They've had 21 months to work
the arrival in Phnom Penh of the
on this and they have not been
highest-ranking Chinese delegation
successful."
The
AFL-ClO
ever
to visit Cambodia. A few
New Mexico
president said.
hours later, Chinese Vice Premier
DAILY LOBO
Meany made his remarks on the
CBS~TV
program "Face the Teng Hsiao·Ping arrived in
Vol. 83
No. 56
Bangkok on the first leg of a threeNation.''
nation tour.
Tht• .\'tll ,\ft•uto /Juily !,nlm i\ puhh;,lwd
He accused Barry Bosworth,
,\lnnd<~\ thwu~h Fndu~ l'H·r~ n•J,!ul:Jr \\ ('l.'k
director of the Council on Wage
ul1ht• l'niH•nil) .\1:ar and \H't'kly dnrinJ,! tlw
and Price Stability, and Charles
~lllllliWr \t....,,Jun b\ tht.• Hounl uf Stw.h~ut
Puhlk-4~1!111\ uf tlw i..•ru\N~it' nfXt·w ~lt·~i(•tr,
Schultze,
chairman of the Council
;wcl h mH fullltlt•inlh a~sUt'l.llll'<.l \\lUI L'XM.
of Economic Advisers, of failing to
!l!!t~mu da\~ pmta~l- pahl at Alhuqut·.rqut•,
~t'\\ ~lt•.\ic..·u H7131. Suh•,l'riptJwl r<~tt• J;,
curb the wage-price Spiral.
:'tiiU. t.XJ for tlw ;t~·ndt•mic \'(t;lf.
The labor leader said inflation
Tht• uplnioll~ t');pn~~·t'(] rm tlw l'C.htufial
JIHJ.:l'S of 'f]ll' f)a/fy J.oho IHt' I]IIJW nr tJw
has nearly risen to the double-digit
.a.ullmr ~uh·l~ en,l~mxl ~1]11111011 i~ tlutt ur lhl•
level despite the efforts of
t'diitJnotl hu;1rU nf Tlw Dmh l.tdm. ~llthuut
printl.J ln TJiL' DWl~ Luhn lll'i.'t-.\t-lrll~
Bosworth and Schultze to hold
fl'J'rl':!il'Jl{~ 1]1(" Vit·~H-H[ trn- (' 111\{"r~ll) II[ :o,;t!\\
down
wages and prices.
~{~Xi(."'J,
WASHINGTON
(UPl) _
"They're in charge of the new
Mosby,
The
Kennedy
Center
Cat,
(voluntary wage-price guideline)
has
been
immortalized.
program," Meany noted.
Thanks to some of his friends, we
He refused to take Carter himself
to task, saying he "inherited a now have the definitive history of
the center's famed "grey ghost" ·•
situation with inflation growing."
"I don't blame this on the from rat-catcher to watch cat,
music critic to dropout.
president because the president is
It all began when workmen
not an economist and as an
brought
in dozens of cats to control
economist he'd never make lbe
the
rodent
population during
statement 'We've not been succonstruction
of Washington's
cessful' .. , no economist ever says
citadel of culture.
that."
The other felines moved on when,
Meany characterized the anti·
inflation program as "more the pickings got slim. But not good
speeches and more i'!wboning." He old Mosby. He seemed to like the
said he has "yet to find one of his place -- even if it meant missing a
meal or two.
advisers who say they think" the
The construction company's
effort will work.
secretary
eventually rescued him
He described the program as
from
starvation
and named him
being "inequitable" wlth "a rigid
after Col. John Singleton Mosby,
formula for wages'' and ''a very,
the South's Civil War "Gray
very complicated formula for
Ghost."
corporations.''
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Two Different Programs
TONIGHT & TOMORROW NIGHT
Cheered the World Over

\Cat. in-

c'lllllbcnl Manud I \IJ'\11, R N..\1., r'
nppn,eU to de\.·t imina! i.JL' ...:atlll<thlo,,

County clerkgs office
lists polling places
I'
' ' hn
n>tc, a I'IS! ol . pol111g
places 11ith lhl'ir c·onc'J)(>lldl!l!! preci111:t lltllllhc"
available at tile cotlllLY dcrb's ofl'ke. II is tnt> late to rcp.l'tcrto 1 otc in thh
~lcc·uon, bt~t any student over IH can register tiH<lllglr the ollkc lit 5th
Street and ( cntral.
. Wh<;n l.' .student [.W~s to vote, he should take his blue registration >hp
w~th h~m n~ ~asc th.ere ·~ a>1y doubt ~hat he iHC)!iswrcd. l·or those 1\ho will
be ~otrng lo1 the Jrrst t1!nc, there will be an e.~nmple ballot machine at the
poll•ng.rlace and any of the people manning I he poll will be abk to explain
the soLing procedure.

Rat ~catcher
immortalized

at the University of New Mexico

8:15p.m.

In the

Di . . trkt l

Pollin!-! plaCI!\ for (OJlHlfil)\\ • ... t.d('c.."tion \\ill hL~ oru.:n I rom H a.nl. to 7
p.m. l·or studenh 11hn arc le)!i,tercd to wte, but do not J..no 11 11 1·1·1 . t

$1.39

Coupon valid at all locations
Expires Nov.13, 1978
one
customer
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PizZA

The Cultural Program Committee
and the Associated Students

Popejoy Hall

Candidates split over pot
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When you buy a large pizza with
the same number of ingredients.
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PIZZERIA
255·0709

921 San Pedro SE

Offer good thru 11-19·78
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Quick delivery to UNM
(from 5 pm to midnight; till2 am on weekends)

266·4291
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Dairy Queen* braziet:
has it all
Food and Dessert

2

SUNDAES

for the price of one
With this coupon

Valid only at2300 Central

Ophthalmic Optician
One Day Service Possible

Quality Eyewear

!

II
,,
'

1410-A Wyoming Blvd. NE
(Best cho~ce seating on Tuesday)

All Students & F ac/Staff Tickets
1/2 Price $4.50- $4.00- $3.00
(Full Price: $9.00 ~ $8.00- $6.00)
it
I

l
I

Available at Popejoy Hall and SUB Box Offices.
Tel: 277-3121 for more information~ No phone orders please

(Wyoming and Constitution)

Phone:

~96~6757

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9:30 to 5:30
Sat. 10: 00 to 1 :00

Dinner Special
\

From 5:00p.m.
to 8:00p.m.

Faculty • Staff • Student Discounts

Buy One Get One Free
offer.excludes crown, inflation

coupon valid 11·6 through 11/9
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Editorial
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Our political picks
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Hncauou thi'' is not a presidential election year, voter turnout is expnctml to be lower than it would be were we electing a president.
H1story has shown this to be the case; it has also shown thot UNM
students uslwlly have a higher voter turnout record than those of many
amas of the city. This is a year of important social, environmental and
consumer issues; the student vote is more important than ever.
H<nuwith arc our choices for various poltical offices:
In the gubernatorial race, we endorse Democrat Bruce King. King
has been active in New Mexico politics for many years, and has served
the poo[Jio of the state. King does not favor the Waste Isolation Pilot
Project at this time because ho says the federal government has yet to
prove the safety of nuclear waste disposal at the Carlsbad site.
l<in\) does not favor right to work legislation because, he says, it
would lownr tho earning capacity of the people of the state.
For li<!Utnmmt governor, we support King's running mate, Roberto
Momifil!JO!l. Mondragon, too has benn active in state politics for many

r
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Four constitutional amendments will be presented to the voters
Tuesday .. We support amendments 1 1 2, and 4 and oppose amendment
3. Amendment 1 proposes that the Judicial Standards Commission
have the authority to recommend the discipline or removal from office
of any justice, judge of magistrate under certain circumstances, notably
willful misbehavior or neglect of duties. Amendment 2 proposes to
allow certain retired judges and justices to be appointed to serve as
district judge pro tempore. This would help to alleviate the case load
burden of some judges.
Amendment 3 would provide for the accrual of property taxes during
the lifetime of some elderly persons, the payment of which would be
held until death or transfer of the property tax payments. This would
not benefit the elderly or their families.
Amendment 4 would provide limitations on the reimbursement of
legislators for expenses during their duties. It would give 1121egislatcrs
an annual salary of $3,600 starting this Jan. 1. New Mexico is the only
state that does not at this time pay its legislators.
There are also six issues on the ballot concerning Bernalillo County
bonds. We support all six bond issues, which total $14.5 million. They
provide for the purchase and remodeling of the old downtown First
National 13ank building for use as central county office building, $4.3 "
million; construction of a juvenile justice center $1.6 million; remodeling
of the county courthouse, $1.233 million; construction of an am·
bulatory care center at BCMC, $1.8 million; construction of an
alcoholism and drug abuse treatment facility, $3,6 million; and con·
struction of an outpatient health clinic in the South Broadway area,
$900,000.

load editorial staff:

By MIKE HOEFT
Although tomorrow is the da.y
voters choose statewide political
candidates, ASUNM senators for
tte fall term were picked by
University voters three weeks ago.
Therefore, students must live
with their decisions until the spring
election when ten other senate seats
will be vac11ted,
Under the present system, 20
senators are elected at large from
the student body. There are no age
restrictions, save for having at-

The Marshall plan would have
established the Senate as a 24mcmber body with senators to be
elected from individual colleges or
the University. E.ach college would
be guaranteed a minimum of one
senator for every 750 students,
Based on spring 1976 enrollment
figures, the senate would be
comprised of 10 appointments from
University College, 4 from Arts and
Sciences, 2 from Fine Arts and
Architecture, 1 from Engineering, 1
from Nursing, 2 from Education, 1

A general faculty meeting last Tuesday on the fractionated grading system drew only 47 of the BOO faculty
members. After 10 minutes the meeting was cancelled due
to lack of quorum.

The Marshall Plan

Letters

DOONESBURY

Reopen controversy
.Editor:
,
Much as I hate to reopen old controversies, the questionable cam·
palgn statements of my old antagonist, Joe Carrara, demand public
rebuttaL As some may remember, we last heard from Carrara in these
pages over a year ago, during the Great Cheesecake Controversy. At
the time, Carraro complained of restrictions placed on his free choice in
the matter of cheesecake sales, I discussed Cararro's work as president
of Right to Life, an anti-abortion group devoted to denying women
control of their bodies, and noted this seemed inconsistent with his free
choice stance.
Since that time, Carrara has moved on to bigger and better things.
He has a now, larger store, and a brand new plan to make it to the state
legislature as a right to work candidate. He was quoted in a local paper
as saying, "Everyone should have the right to choose whether to join a
union." His· devotion to libertarian principles is brought into question,
though, by his right to life involvement, and his candidacy some time
ago as an anti-Equal Rights Amendment delegate to the International
Women's Year convention in Texas.
I find it interesting that Carrara's campaign literature stresses his
many community contributions, but never once mentions either of
these actions. Can it be the fears that knowledge of these positions, in a
university communitY that values personal freedom, might hurt his
candidacy? If voters are to make informed choices, they must have a//
the pertinent facts. I really' do think Carrara owes it to the voters to
make his stands on important issues known.
Carrara believes in the right to choose as far as selling pizza or
cheesecake, running a business or working are concerned; but his
commitment stops short of favoring constitutional equality or
reproductive freedom for half the population.
Thomas Hysom
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Editor:
Your editorial characterizing the candidates for the N.M, House of
Representatives, District 18, notes only that Judy Pratt proposes that
groups such as the Ku Klux Klan and the American Nazi Party be
outlawed.
,
I'm s~re you~ editorial staff kn~ws that Judy's primary concerns are
equa! , nghts, tncre~sed educ~tlonal . oopportunities and improved
cond1t1ons for labor 111 New Mex1co and that these issues-not the one
you selected to identify her with -form the substance of her campai(ln.
Dianne Layden

ii
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Then again, the secret of fighting the apathy epidemic
rests not in the symptoms of the students or the candidates, but in the diseased electoral process itself.

Five per cent of eligible student
voters went to the polls at this fall's
ASUNM general election. The
turnout "was in no way
representative of the student
body," said Elections Committee
Chairman Wendell Hunt.
Hunt said small turnouts increase
the chances of railroading an
election. Special interest groups
such as Greeks, can mass a bloc of
votes to outnumber independent
votes, he said.
"We can't make people vote, but
there are incentives," he said. Hunt
suggested candidates take stands on
issues and contact more people
w!)ile campaigning. Another
· possibility might be tQ establish a
two-day election to increase turnout, though this process may cost
more and be harder to control.
Then again, the secret of fighting
the apathy epidemic rests not in the
symptoms of the sll<dents or the
candidates, but in the diseased
electeiral process itself.
Far from a novel idea, a plan to
change the existing ASUNM
electoral process was proposed two
years ago by Attorney General Les
Marshall.

terms of student government.
A similar plan of college
representation is in effect at New
Mexico State University. The plan
is detailed in the school's 110-page
student government constitution.
The law book, divided into four
parts, was made with a spiral binder
to permit deletions and expansions
of statutes.
To permit further expansion, a
modified numbering system was
adopted. Three numbers are used to
denote chapters, articles and
sections. Compiler's notes point
out inconsistencies, ambiguities and
errors in bracketed words.
Contrasting NMSU's governing
procedures, ASUNM's 20 Senators
are "elected at ·large" from the
student body, as outlined in the
ASUNM 's 15-page Constitution.
The ASUNM senate seems to be
the only state governmental body
not represented by college.
Representation by college is the
basis of the 3,000 member
Graduate Students Association.
The UNM Faculty Senate, as
outlined in the !50-page handbook,
is composed of one senator from

by Garry Trudeau
7H/iT'S IT!
I lEFT

Equal rights concern

(

from Pharmacy, I from B&AS, and
2 from University Studies.
"By electing senators from a
specific
academic
location,
. . . representation
can
be
reasonably assured," said ASUNM
President Mimi Swanson, College
representation would assure
re[lresentative academic policies,
including grading, curricula and
teacher evaluation. Students would
be able to have more input in social
activities, including honor groups,
scholarships and clubs to deal with
union facilities and senate funding,
Swanson said.
Under a college plan, she said,
senators would become more accessible to the students. There
would be direct contact in classes
and ornce hours. Information
could be posted in a central location
relating to student needs. A better
ra[Jport with deans, chairmen and
faculty also could be established,
she said.
As it stands now, UNM, the
"Oagship" of state universities, is
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Face further erosion
Editor:
Ohe of the most qualified women ever to run for public office in
Bernalillo County was egregiously misrepresented by a Daily LOBO
editorial comment on Monday, Oct. 30.
Judith Pratt's achievements in edu'cation, the labor movement and
civil rights are unequivocaL As the Democratic candidate in House
District 18, her concerns for the district are genuine; her proposals for
change are responsible.
To be sure, Ms. Pratt is unalterably opposed to the goals and
methods of the American Nazi· Party and the KKK. Paramouht,
however, to her reprobation lor such reactionary organizations is her
devotion to First Amendment freedoms.
I suggest that the editor of the Daily LOBO retract the false statement
printed about Ms. Pratt, and I hope in the future the editOr will seek to
execute more responsibly the duties of editor or face a futthet erosion
of readership confidence in the editorial staff ofthe Daily LOBO.
Reb Swisher

'I

tended UNM a previous semester,
and no restrictions as to what
college the senators represent
UNM's system of student
government representation is
basically a free-for-all selection
[Jrocess. There is no w~y of telling if
the senators are representing their
~onst it ucncy.
From this past election, it has
been noticed that a majority of
senate candidates are from
University College, and many are
pursuing political science degrees.
And if so, a term as student
government senator looks good on
a resume.
Under this system, it is little
wonder that students bother to vote
for candidates. University voter
turnout isn't expected to be mu~h
better than the number of PLO
terrorists at a bar-mitzvah.
And why should it? Students no
doubt feel ASUNM is representing
them about as well as courtappointed
defenders
represent
indigent suspects.

---l

ASUNM

I

ytJ<.HS and hils snrved as lic,Jtenant governor.

For the United States Senate seat, we endorse Toney Anaya.
Anayn lws done much for New Mexico as attorney general, including
,,mlflniJ out and cleaning up corruption in the state. Anaya does not
filV<H WIPP because he says the selection of a waste disposal site at this
t1mn <s premature. He f<Jvors first tho development of a national waste
n<ilfl<l!JP.r!Hlllt policy. He does not favor state veto power of WIPP
lll'<:ause it is unrealistic. He says nuclear waste disposal is a national
problom nnd requires a national solution.
Anaya does not encourage u constitutional amendment overturning
th" Supreme Court ruling on abortion. If such an amendment were
undor <:onsideration, howevm, he said he would favor letting the people
dm:~do u1 a votn.
For the U.S. House of Representatives District 1 seat, we
••ndorsu Rolmrt Hawk. Huwk is a seasoned New Mexico politician who
qr.t<luutml from UNM in 1949. Ho sees the biggest problem of
pol<t1t:inns as one of dodging the issues and believes his opponent,
Manual Lujan, has neglected or ignored some pertinent issues. We are
uu;lined to agree with him.
Hawk's special area of interest is health issues. He has served on
numerous hospital boards and health organizations. He has also been
long activo in labor; he organized the professional employee's union of
Sandia Labs and served as its first president.
Hawk's stand is exemplified in his statement, "We need more than a
[JOn pal rn Washington. What we need is representation."
In the District 18 race for the State House of Representatives,
we endorse Judy Pratt with a disclaimer. Pratt supports the ERA and
free quality daycare and opposes right to work; but she also has taken a
position to outi<Jw the Ku Klux Klan and the American Nazi Party,
which we view as an abridgment of freedom of expression.
In the District 11 race, we endorse Felix Nunez who has worked
diligently on the University sector plan and has some feasible ideas
concerning parking in the area.

Apathy rampant at UNM
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each school pius one senator for
each 25 full-time faculty members,
elected by the members of the
faculty,
A general faculty meeting last
Tuesday on the fractionated
grading system drew onlv 47 of the
800 faculty member.,,· After 10
minutes the meeting was cancelled
due to lack of quorum.

If Lhe faculty doesn't care about
systems imposed on the students, it
is probable that students do not
care what-measures are imposed on
them.
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CHOICE IS Clear
on
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Judy Pratt is a Candidate who has
worked actively and consistently
For ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment
For

supporting the rights of minorities to their
language, their lands and their right to equal
employment and equal treatment under the law

For

funding education at a high level out of federal
and severance tax monies

For

the right of working people to organize into
strong collective barganing units

For

assuring that all forms of farnily planning
be available to everyone regardless of cost

For funding the needs of the elderly

NMPIRG to locate
Students' precincts
NMPI~G will, ahave taple in the SUB today and Tuesday to heir
students fmdt~etr appro[Jnate voter precincts and polling locations.
The table w11l beset up Monday from 1-5 p .. m. and Tuesday frotn 9.
5 p,in.
NMPIRG encourages everYone to vote in the general election

Tuesday.

For working with city neighborhoods .to
improve their environments

UDY

RATT

Paid for by the Campaign to Elect Judy Pratt
Joanna de Keyser, Chairperson
'
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DeCrow names mission
By ('bris Miller
1 he grc;ttcsl dcLcrrclll to women
obtaining equal rights wiLh men in
A!lH.'rH:a i'-1

1

-,odely ~ pcr~i\lcnce

in

\iewing and Lrcaling males. ~lnd

female-, U'i utlt!qtwls, ~uid a leading
woman'"' right~ advocate at
Woodward 11~11.
Karen l)eC'row, former presi(.}ent
ol' 111c National Organi1.alion or
Women said, "We live in a soc icty
ol Lwo cultures ---male and female
and if the fcmini.\1 movement
has any one main mis~ion, il is lo
put spotlight on this rnct and expose
the inequalities thai exist
bcnwcn the I wo cultures."
DeC row, who is an nttorncy and
1he author of 1wo book.\ on
woman\ rights, .said Friday the
divhion or males and females into
1wo separate cultures has led to the
Ui.,~.;riminnlion

ngain~t

men~~- arc ndiculous und should be
eliminated,, ~he said.
Citing
the
overwhelming
mujority of men in Congress and
the continued existence of all-male
clubs, DcCrow said the entire
American ~ulture i!-> a '•male club."

"The idea is a sultry one and
even goc~ beyond rolitics," she
"Religion is also male
said.
dominated. If Martians had come
down to w;ttch the recent
ceremonies to elect a new pope,
they would have !bought there were
only men on earth," DeC row said,
Many women who have begun to
break the m<llc barriers by getting
respectable jobs arc not much
bc.tlcr off than before, DeCrow
sat d.

women

thrnugh()ul society and in some
cases before the law,
"The gender roles men and
women learn to act out, beginning
with childhood- the passiveness in
women and the agrcssivcncss in

"Women
still
have
the
responsibility for raising the
children and for doing the
l10uscwork - things which arc still
considered 'woman's work,'' she
said. "So irt fact, they end up
having to work two jobs.
"At least women arc learning to
support themselves so they don't
have to be completely dependem on
their husbands for financial support,'' DeC row said.

DeCrow said a marriage between
equals, no matter how wellmeaning two people are, i' virtually
impo;;iblc because
the laws
which view the husband and wife as
unequals.

or

DcCrow said most of the judges
in every state arc sexist.
"WI1at we need is not necessarily
women judges,'' she said, "but
feminist judges -judges that will
treat pcorle fairly and equally
regardless of sex."

,.
'
:•

DeCrow praised the women who
"In New York the marriage
contract slates that 'the husband have obtained some of the "elitist,
must support the wife' and 'the white-collar jobs" but said more
wife must provide services for the women must also become part of
husband,' " DeCrow said. "How the blue-collar work fPrcc.
can any two people live on an equal
"Only by obtaining more of the
basis under such conditiom'/ "she
traditional
male jobs can women
asked,
have more of a say in the labor
DeCrow said many marriage unions, which have been greatly
contracts that arc drawn up by a anti-feminist," she said.
couple which sound "really
wonderful" would be thrown out in
court.
DcCrow said the unequality of
the marriage contract gives the
woman a fundamental lack of selfconfidence and a feeling of selfhatred.
She said the double standard for
men and women before the law also
extends into criminal justice.
"I have heard judges say, when
pronouncirlg a harsh sentence on a
woman, that 'women should know
better,' ''she said.

NATION'S LARGEST CONSUMER
GROUP ENDORSES ANAYA

"Women have a real fear of
being replaced by younger women
on the job and so they constantly
try to maintain a youthful appearance,'' DeCrow said. "Trying
to always appear young is the same
as trying lo paste back leaves that
have fallen from a tree. lt'.s nature.
We can't change it 'o we should
just Jearn to ncn~pr. !!.
"\\'hat .the wonHlfl · "~ muvement
has done for me the most h to make
me happy in just being a person; to
accept myself as I am," OeCrow
said.

COLEMAN PHOTO

Part of former NOW
president Karen DeGraw's
audience no doubt thought
the
preliminary
entertainment inappropriate.

Cable program to give students
additional election information
llyEMILY AKIN
Students still wishing more information on gubernatorial,
senatorial
and
house
of

HEY, HAVE YOU
EVER TRIED A

. Dream
tnsurance.
UNMPre§s
Annual Christ•••as
Book Sale Staa•ts
011 Novcuabcr 13:
Details i11 Thursday's LOUO

Take stock in America.

Buy US. Savin~s Bonds.

representatives candidates will have
the opportunity to hear, via the
campus cable system, the can~
dictates' views on specific issues.

Mitchell Hall, Scholes Hall, Mesa
Vista, Journa-lism Building and
Johnson Gym

Chris roster, president of SPG,
The
program
is
called said "Out.look" is a program
"Outlook" and is produced by the designed to convey events and
Student Production Group .
public information that are
In order to give all students a newsworthy to the campus.
chance to see the half-hour
Foster said the 25 students in
program, it will run continuously SPG arc mainly theater and speech
from 8 a.m. until 4:30 p.m. The communication majors. The
program will feature the can- equipment used by SPG is provided
didates' view on higher education, by the theater arts department,
nuclear waste disposal, abortion for Instructional Media Service and the
low-income women and the speech communication department.
decriminalization of marijuana.
The TV studio is in the
The program can be seen at Experimental Theatre of the theater
various cable terminals throughout arts department. F ostcr said the
campus. Some of terminal locations cable system is owned by the I MS.
arc the SUB, medical school,
Although Monday's production
Ortega Hall, Humanities Building, is the first "Outlook," Fosler said
SPG has been active since last
April. The group produces
"Crimestoppers,'' which is seen on
local television.
SPG also produces city-wide
public service announcements and
any production concerning the
theater arts department, said
Foster.
Monday's program is the first in
a monthly series. Foster said that
once a month SPG will take current
issues involving UNM and present
them to the studertls.
Foster said the next "Outlook"
will concern those students at the
UNM Law School who do not pass
the stale bar exam.
"We hope to tr'ansrnit Outlook to
KNME which will then put it on the
state university cable system,'' said
Foster.

'
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Consumer Federation of America, the nation's largest consumer organization, representing more than 30 million con·
sumers, continued its drive to rid the Congress of anti-consumer
members by describing Pete Domenici as one of the most
decidely anti-consumer members of the Senate, with a score of
4% on CFA's 1977 Voting Record. (Only three Senators scored
worse.)
As explained by Kathleen F. O'Reilly, CFA's Executive Director, (who was in New Mexico today to campaign for Toney
Anaya), Anaya received CFA's endorsement because he has in·
tegrity necessary to withstand the enormous pressures and
financial influence of anti-consumer lobbyists. He has indicated
support for legiSlative priorities which are designed to assure
consumers safe, healthy and effective products and services at
reasonable prices, and protection against fraud, deception, and
excessive concentration in the marketplace.
CFA noted that in response to CFA's candidate questionnaire,
Domenici pledged in August to support the creation of a National
Consumer Cooperative Bank even though he had voted AGAINST
the legislation the month before. "Minimally, we question
Domenici's sincerity," said O'Reilly. She also blasted Domenici
for his support of the Natural Gas Compromise which is expected to cost the average American family an extra $1000 per
year by 1985. "We urge New Mexico consumers to examine the
records of both candidates and vote for Toney Anaya for
Senate."
A COPY OF OUR REPORT lS FIELD WITH THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION AND IS AVAILABLE FOR
PURCHASE FROM THE FEOERAL t;LECTION COMMISSION, WASHINTON, D.C.

Students And Faculty For Toney Anaya
Tim Cuther- Hokona Dorm
Sid Shiplacoff
Marisabertoletti ~Artist
Avelino Gutierrez
Ramon Mondragon
Peggy Mader
Chuck Reynolds
Martha Uecker
Torn McGinnis
Mike Duran
Mike Watkins
Ruthie Bohanon - Married Student Housing
Dora Montoya· Santa Ana Dorm
Leonard Garcia- ASUNM Vice-Pres.
Ann Dumphy- ASUNM Senator
Gordon Cotter
Les Smith
Jim Rutherford
Mike Mattioli~ Hokona Dorm
Carla Ortiz
Frank Salazar~ LOBO Business Manager
Franchesca Sandoral
Manuel Avalos- grad. student
Barbara Margucz- Santa Clara dorm
Patrick Elwell
Ursula Miller- grad. student
Peter Gonzalez
Rosanne Sanchez -Sartta Clara dorm
Joanne Romero- Santa Clara dorm
Velma Martinez· Santa Anna dorm
Jim Attaya • ASUNM Senator
Steve Parsley

ASUNM Intramural and
Recreation Board

Paid for by Citizens for Castillo -

Phyllis Dinkel, Treasurer

Funding is now available for winter and
spring. All clubs needing allocations must
be chartered now to receive funding later in
the academic year .
. All interested clubs should call Sandra
Watd at 277-5528, office hours. Monday
and Friday 10:00 -ll:OO·a.m., Room 242,
SUB.
All applications for funding requests must
be in by Novem her 22.

Brian Sander off- grad. student
Mia Turney
Patti .Banos
Nancy Berg
Bruce Turner
Jerrie Amato
David Armijo
Melanie Carver
Eddie Chavez
Kenneth Chicharello
Dan Coleman
Robert Danoff
Taffy Tagliaferro
Wilma Dyer- Phi Mu Sorority
Dana Hart
Linda Estes
Linda Garcia~ grad, student
Mitchell Fletcher
Chris Golston
Ed Greenwich
James Ci.!illen
John KelSo
Ana Liston
Robert Aragon
John Pavlides
Tom Montoya
Ernest Ortega
Carol Yazzie
Karen Alarid
Barbara Peterson
Karen Anderson
Milton Olivas

Lee Peters
Eric Pfeiffer
John Rinaldi
Joan Padilla
Mary Salazar
Bridget Bosiljevac
Joe Quarry
Dennis Spencer
Angela V atoseow
Joseph Torres
Ruth Garcia
Cecil Turrieta
Vicky Pequette
Joseph Lucero
Miguel Gomez
Richard Come-£
Steve V &toseow
Carol Anderson
Jackie Baca
Tim Weeks
Mark Beattie
Harry Pavlides
Michael Serna
Vicky Henley
Mike Venerable. LOBO football player
Stephanie Mesa
Richard Vasquez
. Billy Lang
Cynthia Long
Clay Smith
and many others,

Paid for by Students .ahd Faculty at UNM for Toney Anaya.
Authorized by Toney Anaya Campaign, Tom Speer Treasurer.
524 Don Gaspar Santa Fe, N M ll7501 505-988·9721
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State and federal candidates present platfor111s
Skeen favors a right to work law
Edilor's note: The following cundidalc statements were comin New Mexico because he says it is
piled from speeches, press releases, written statements and per- necessary for job expansioJ1, He
sonal interviews.
also says that no one should be
forced to belong to a union to
work,
Skeen says he has not yet made
up his mind concerning the Waste
Isolation Pilot Project. He says he
must first understand what the
fedcrul government proposes to do
with the site und what the risks
involved are, He says a primary
responsibility of the governor
would be to aS>urc the people oft he
state that they arc not in any danger
because of swh nuclear waste
di>posal.
C:mwcrning the state liquor
license quota system, Skeen said the
state has outgrown this system. He
said beer and wine licenses arc a
pan of' a necessary lr<lllsition
because there arc many rc<,taurants
that do not want to get involved
with serving liquor on a large scale
but would like to serve wine and
beer with meals.
"The state is going to have to
regain possession and ownership of
King says he would support these licenses," Skeen said recently.
Fifty-four-year-old Bruce King,
"But we must protect the rights of
generating
sufficient
funds
who served as New Mexico's
"through prudent operation and individuals who own these licen~overnor from 197luntil1974, has
administrration of state govern- ses."
been involved in state politics since
Skeen said the slate government
ment" to remove the gross receipts
1954. lie is the Democralic can·
tax on food, medicine and doctor is "somewhat averadministercd."
tlitlatc for governor.
He said the stale has done very little
The hottest issue in this
to the functioning structure under
f\Ubcrnalorinl campaign l1as been
reorganization and that's where
right to work. King says he docs
improvement is needed. He has not
not favor a right to work in New
decided what action should be
Mexico because such a law would
taken to rectify the situation.
lower the earning capacity of the
When Skeen was on campus last
people of the state. He says the
month he said environmental
state does not need legislation that
maintenance is important, but it is
gives advantages to management
also important to continue our
over employees.
King would,
mineral development.
however, favor pulling the measure

Bruce King, Democrat

before the voters.
Concerning the Waste Isolation
Pilot Project at Carlsbad, King'
docs not favor it at this time. He
says the federal gciVernment will
have to prove to the people of New
Mexico that nuclear waste disposal
of this kind is safe. He says the
Department of Energy has not yet
done this.
King said a priority of his second
administratioll, if he is elected
governor, would be reasonable and
convenient access to health care for
all state residents.
He noted that many areas outside
Albuquerque, Santa Fe and Los
Alamos have shortages of "nurses,
physical
therapists,
laboratory
technologists and other health
professionals." King said recruiting
health professionals can best be
done by people in the needy
communities but that he would
work to assist these people "to meet
their needs!'
During his first term as governor,
King established the Environmental
Improvement Agency to provide
health protection in the areas of
food, water, land, air and shelter.

"New Mexico is number three in
production of mineral energy," he
said, "and we ha vc the potential of
being number one."
He says he does not think state
taxation on extractive industries has

relationship with Mexico, even if
we have to stop economic assistance
in other parts of the world so that
they will ha vc more jobs there."
Domenici support:; funding of
the cruise missile, "with or without
the B-1 bomber." He also supports
development of the neutron bomb
because "it eliminates some of the
horrible, long-term, destructive
elements of the nuclear bomb."

Hobert Hawk, Democrat

reached its limit but feels it is a
flexible ongoing system that has to
be periodically reviewed.
Skeen says he would support the
elimination of the gross receipts tax
from food, medical services and
prescription dn1gs as changes in the
the state's gross receipts tax law.
Concerning revision of Racing
Commission statutes to eliminate
conllict of interest, Skeen said he
would push for this type of revision
for the whole spectrum of horse
racing and not just for horse
owners and suppliers. He says he
thinks people in the racing industry
want this kind of clean up and they
want a clear set of rules.

Dow is a strong supporter of
educational issues, and said he
would like to see sound funding for
higher education.
As a past member of the New
Mexico State Legislature, Dow cosponsored the first health and aging
bill.
He supports, with Skeen, the
controversial right-to-work bill,
and feels the state should mandate
the future of WIPP after a com·
plete thorough federal study of the
project's environmental consequences.
Dow is the onwer of Leonardo's
restaurant on the corner of 12th
and Candelarh. The restaurant is
well known locally for its pizzas.
Skeen's running mate for He has owned the business 28 years.
Dow spent two terms in the N.M.
lieutenant governor, Leo Dow, is a
State
Legislature representing
native of New Mexican, born and
Albuqucruque's
North Valley.
raised in Bernalillo county.

Roberto Mondragon, Democrat
office of lieutenant governor as a
full-time ombudsman during Gov.
Bruce King'S term from 1971-74.
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Joe Skeen served in the New
Mexico State Legislature tor ro
yeats, six of them as minority·
leader. He carne within about3,000
votes of becoming governor in

1974, _losing to Jerry Apodaca.
From 1961 until 1965 1 he was state
Republfcan party chairman. Skeen
is running against Bruce King in the
governor's race.

Kevin
Bundy,
Republican
candidate for slate representative of
District I I, said education is his
biggest concern,
Bundy favors allocating more
money for educational programs.
The candidate doesn't agree with
the present tenure system for
faculty. "Once an instructor has
gained tenure, it's basically a no-cut
contract. I would recommend
yearly evaluation of teachers to
assure their motivation."
Bundy said he favors lowering
the drinking age to 19. The state
needs to abolish or revamp the
liquor quota system. The candidate
said he favors beer and wine
licenses for restaurants.
Bundy said he has been working
on a proposal to abolish the sales
tax on medicine. "The state has a
large tax surplus. If medicinal sales
taxes were repealed, older, younger
people would benefit," he said.

Felix Nunez
District 11

Native New Mexican Toney
Anaya was elected allorney general
in 1974. The 37-ycar-old Democrat
worked for the late U.S. Sen.
Dennis Chavez and Joseph
Montoya and served a> legal advisor and administrative assistant to
then Gov. Bruce King. He is
running on the Democratic ticket
for U.S. Senate against .incumbent
Pete Domenici.
Anaya says he supports President
Carter's stand on human rights and
thinks it wiJI be successful. On a
short-term basis, Anaya says,
Carter's approach is causing some
difficulties, particulary in dealings
with the Soviets, but he feels
Carter's policy is the right one to
take in the long run, even if it severs
tics or strains relations with other
leaders.
Concerning the Waste Isolation
Pilot Project, Anaya says he does
not favor it because selection of a
disposal site at this titne is
premature. First, he favors
development of a national waste
management policy and seconqly,
he says, the government should
determine what will happen in some
crucial areas, such as transportaion
of nuclear waste. He says he oP·
poses further development of the
proposed Carlsbad site until a
natioJ1al plan is implemented.
He docs not favor state power to
veto WIPP because, he says, "it is
impractical to think Congress is
going to give the states veto power,
and this is a national problem that

requires a national solution." He
says if every state is given veto
power, a location will never be
found. But he says New Mexico
must have "meaningful input" in
the decision.

Anaya says federal spending is
the biggest contributor to inflation.
He favors evaluating each agency
by Congress to justify their eX·
penditures.
Concerning Nicaragua and
Somoza, Anaya says it would be a
mistake to provide assistance. to
Somoza. "Our role should be
limited
to trying, through
diplomacy, to help find a peaceful
solution to Nicaragua's problems. I
don't think it should include direct
involvement at this point," he said
recently.

Pete Domenici, Republican

Bernalillo County Commissioner
Robert Hawk is running against
incumbent Manuel Lujan for U.S.
House of Representatives for
District l.
When he spoke to students on
campus last month, Hawk said the
people are suffering from the
dodging of the issues. He said the
nation's number one problem is
inflation and his opponent has not
addressed that issue.
Hawk said the issue of abortion
is actually the issue of prevention of
unwanted pregnancies. He said
safer methods of contraception arc
needed. He favors abortion funding
under Medicade.
· Hawk's area of special concem is
health issues. In the past he has
served on the State Hospital Board,
the Hospitals and Institutions
Board, the New Mexico Mental
Health Association ad is a former

Medical Center.
Hawk has often attacked Lujan's
Congressional voting record, saying
his opponent voted against environmental
and
consumer
protection laws which would
benefit New Mexico.
"We need more than a pen pal in
Washington," Hawk said while
campaigning at UNM. "What we
need is representation.''

Manuel Lujan, Republican

$f1JX W!g;

On the Right-to·Work issue,
Mondragon said Rcpublicai\S are
ttsing the proposal to "change laws
so that employers arc able to hire
workers at a lower wage rate."

I

Judy Pratt
District 18

-

Mondragon said he would work
to identify problems afflicting the
community and refer them to the
proper government agency,

I

Local businessman Joe Carrara
is running for N.M. State
Representative of District 18.
A 1968 graduate of UNM,
Carraro is opposed by Democrat
Judy Pratt.
Carrara is a
Republican.
Speaking at a candidates day
forum held on campus Oct. 11, he
blamed the University administration for parking problems
in the UNM area. University ad111 inistrators, he said, want to deal
with the problem by raising parking
rates and shuttling students from
parking areas far from the main
campus.
"The administration has the
attitude of big business," he said.
"They would rather prosper than
educate."
He suggested the establishment
of a parking facility ncar the main
campus. "We have to make every
concession for the student to
receive an education," he said.
District 18 boundaries are from
Yale to Morningside and from
Central to Gibson.

~

Joe Skeen, Republican

!

Toney Anaya, Democrat

Kevin Bundy
District 11

lo pursue a '' majol' economic

Leo Dow, Republican

bills.
Concerning state bureaucracy
reorganization, King says the State
Police Department needs change
because it is not working well under
the .Justice Department.
"The law enforcement aspect of
the State Police should be directly
responsible to the governor,'' King
said in a recent interview.
King said he would also like to
sec. the Employment Security
Commission as an individual
cabinet post because the commission under the Human Services
Department is not functioning as
efficiently as he would lik.e.
"My philosophy," he said, "is to
streamline governn1ent."

Joe Carrara
District 18

decision on abortion right~ and
privileges. He said there is no
longer a problem getting competent
doctors to operate, as there was
when the law made abortion illegal.
His solution to the illegal-alien
problem, Domenici says, would be

Roberto
Mondragon,
Democratic
candidate
ror
lieutenant gov~rnor, said he was
responsible for establishing the

Mondragon, born in the small
northern community of Anton
Chico, gaVe him experience in
working hard for tow wages. "The
efforts of unions helped improve
the lot of laborers."
He said the legislation would give
workers the righHo-work in a
union shop without being in the
union. "This would keep workers
at lower paying jobs and also work
to destroy the unions,'' he said.

Albuquerque native and UNM
doctoral student Judy Pratt is a
Democratic candidate for state
representative ofDistrict 18.
The ex-English teacher promises
to Oppose all anti-Jabot legislation,
such as the controversial RighHoWork bill. She favors the ERA, and
also would introduce legislation tb
outlaw the Ku Klux Klan, the Nazi
Party in !he U.S. and "other
groups whose aim is to deny people
their democratic rights."
Pratt believes tuition to state
universities should be reduced and
maitllained at a low level. She also
supports quality day·care programs
for working families, the establish·
ment of a system of community
colleges
and
a
state-set
pupil/teacher ratio of 20:1.
On the energy front, Pratt favors
making all publicly-owned utilities
non-profit. She advocates the safe
disposal of existing nuclear waste
regardless of the cost to the industry or federal government, and
higher severance tax on cor·
porations removing resources from
New Mexico or froni Indian
reservations.

Democrat for District I I state
representative is Felix Nunez, an
employee of the city Planning
Department.
f'llunez worked on the sector•
development
plan
for
the
University area, The candidate said
he would work on existing
problems not included iti the plan.
"If parking in the north campus
lot is paid, I would work to improve
shuttle service to the at ea."
Nunez said expansion of the area
is "cramping the T• VI and UNM
area." He said he would work on a
proposal to build a parking
structure to alleviate off-street
parking problems.
The candidate, who is running
agail1st Republican Kevin Bundy,
said there is avialable land south of
Kathryn near the UNM Stadium
which can. be used for parking,
dormitories,
married·St uden i
housing and other facili!ies.
Nunez said, if elected, he would
work with the ASUNM Senate and
studeJ1t body oil University
problems.

Pete Domenici was elected w the
U.S. Senate in 1972, the first
Republican elected to the Senate
from New Mexico in almost 40
years. 111 the Senate, he serves on
the Special Committee on Aging,
the Energy and Natural Resources
Committee, the Environment and
Public Works Committee and the
Budget Committee.
Domenici is up for re•election
this year and is running against
slate Attorney General Toney
Anaya.
bomenici has been in the
forefront ill the Senate concerning
environmental protection, solar
energy arid water legislation.
When he was elected in l 972, he
promised the people of New Mexico

he would work to reform government and minimize red tape. He
co-sponsored and supported
legislation to establish standards
for government office holders in
areas of conduct and disclosure to
place new limits on campaign
contributions and to reform the
nation's lobbying regulations.
Domenici says he does not favor
nor reject WI PP. He says the
irnpowmt aspect of the project is
that it be subject to licensing by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. If
it is not ·so licensed, he says, he
would probably not support the
project.
Domcnici said he would support
a cO!lStitutional amendment to
overturn the Supreme Court

Incumbent Congressman Manuel
Lujan is seeking re-election from
District 1.
When candidates stumped at
UNM last month, Lujan sent a
representative to speak for him.
Jeff Dennard, Lujan's aide, said
the primary issues Lujan supports
ate tax reduction, the reduction of
unemployment and the creation of
new jobs.
Dennard said Lujan was a major
force backing the non-licensing of ·
the Carlsbad area as a nuclear
dumping ground. Licensing,
Dennard said, would make the area
a permanent site for dumping
nuclear waste.
Lujan voted a~aihst the extension

of the ERA because, Dennard said,
he felt the ERA should have had a
clean start and seven more years for
ratification.
Lujan also opposes abortion and
funding of abortion "strictly on
personal grounds," Dennard said.
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Socialists urge write-ins
By V!CK Y MAHQliEZ

Out ol s<:or<:s of <:ancliuates
c'!HllpelillP, J'or office in tiiC general
ciL•ction this Tuc't.lay, only two arc
running as Socialists.
Carole Newcomb <Uld !;loyd
Fowler, arc running for lJ .S. Senate
and U.S. Congress, first dist riel,
rc.spectivcly.
Newcomb has attacked her
opponents' stands, especially on
matters concerning foreign affairs.
She says she is opposed to a military
budget "It won't make the world

D1~tV
HAYAY

., ., n

SHALOM

Recorded Message
Phone 296-8568

safe for democracy; every effort
been made to suppress
democracy," she said.
Newcomb is in favor of' allowing
undoeumcntcd Mexican workers to
rcmai n in the lJ .S. Sl1c said that
botiJ Dorncnici and Anaya favor
increasing border patrolmen and
supplying .them with beller
equipment. "Both positions are
nothing short of being racist."
Newcomb said, "I resent the fact
that women aren't included as
equal by the law; that ERA already
btl'

Cl\OW'S NEST FLOWERS
Anti<Jucs & Gifts

Special Love 13unch $2.50
265-8569, 265-8560
10% OFF Cash & Carry
925 Sau J'cdro SE

hu,n't been ratified. The National cannot vote on terms under which >exual oppres;ion, roverty, and all
Organi;ation for Women's slogan they will work."
other forms of human degradalion
.Fowler said, "Sometimes one and exploitation ol' the majority by
h "no lime limit on equality."
A participant in the women's could term it leadership by the rich minority."
liberation movement, Newcomb is paralysis. It's a collaboration wilh
Newcomb and Fowler urged
corporations backing them ''P· The voters to write-in Socialist canactive as a member of NOW.
Floyd Fowler said the future of workers are ready to fight back.''
didates this Tuesday. They said
Both Newcomb and Fowler are 12,000 signatures of registered
all movement for social change is
completely bound up with the labor advocates of the effort to stop voters are needed to be placed on
movemen(,
which is at a "right to work" laws. "We support the ballot.
crossroads. One of the best signs the idea of having a referendum on
that things are changing is when the right to work. King and his
capitali.;ts feel compelled the advocates arc deathly afraid of
that," Fowler said.
pub !icy defend themselves.
Neither Socialist candidate wants
"The labor leaders' response to
corporate offensives is confusion nuclear waste deposited in New
and capitulation. The struggles are Mexico. Both said they would work
grim signs that things arc really for ratification of ERA. They ask
changing, Unions are only a for an end to police brutality, and
shadow of what might be. the formation of a Labor party.
By J.ll. Sken:~ndore
Unfortunately they're ruled by an The candidates are campaigning for
Charging
that the other can"new
society-one
free
or
racism,
a
iron hand. The majority of workers
didates have backed off on the issue
of affirmative action, La Raza
Unida party Senate candidate Juan
.I ose Pcna said his party would seek
"aggressive plans, actions and the
infusion of needed money to
combat unemployment, poverty
and the lack of adequate bilingual
education programs," if elected.
Pena said unemployment and
poverty could be controlled by
instituting a three-point program
covering education, jobs, and
a l'l'irmative action.
"The first phase", Pena said,
"would be a massive education
program to keep Chicanos in
school. They tend to drop out in
large numbers at the junior-high
and high·school level. This would
be combined with bilingual
education."
Secondly, he said, a WPA-type
jobs program would maintain full
employment..
The third part of the plan, Pcna
said, would be to expand affirmative action ill employment and
education. "The Bakke decision
would not really be a factor," Pena
said, "Medical schools, law
schools, and other areas where
professionals are trained could be
expanded to include a more
representative
number
of
minorities. This would expand the
entire economy.''
Asked why the La Raza Unida
party does not challenge the court
ruling which requires that political
parties have .at least 12,400
registered members to get their
candidate on the general -election
ballot, Pena responded, "the law
was challenged in 1976 by the
American Independent Party in
New Mexico."
That ruling defined the law. A
later challenge by La Raza Unida
For an interview appointment and
attorneys wa~ dismissed on a
details, see your Placement Office. If
tcchPicality.

lly HOlliN LICHTENSTEIN
New Mexico candidates are
getting a lot of help this year from
UNM students who arc working on
statewide campaigns. Some of them
were interviewed and their observations follow.
"Students are becoming more
future oriented," said Ann
Dunphey, student volunteer for the
Hawk campaign. Students arc
turning toward politics to help
shape their futures, she said.
Some students work on campaigns as a class assignment.
Manny Avalos, a graduate assistant
for Political Science 110, said
students have the option of actively
working on a campaign or
following a campaign through the
media. "The purpose of the
assignment is to get students to link
what they read in the text to what
goes on in real life," Avalos said.
They get hooked' on it," said Lee
Henson, volunteer coordinator for
People for Pete Domenici. She said

La Raza
plan set

TUESDAY,
NOV
BER7.
A DATE
YOUR
FUTURE.
That's when I'll have
General Dynamics
representatives visiting
your campus to interview
graduating engineers
about' their future.

Some students 'hooked'on ca111paign vvork;
others work to satisfy class assignments

you can't make the interviews, then
write me: Wade Hampton, College
Relations Coordinator, General
· Dynamics, Pomona Division, Box .2507,
Pomona, California 91766.
Either way, we'll tell you how General
Dynamics can offer you an exciting
engineering career, and we can talk
about California living, too.

We're in the heart of Southern
California, just 35 miles east of Los
Angeles. General Dynamics Pomona
Division is one of the leading designers
and builders of tactical missiles and
armament systems in the world.
At Pomona our engineers and
scientists are the best in the defense
industry. I am seeking others who would
like to be exposed to the new
challenges to be found at the leading
edge of technology.

GENERAL CVNAMIC:S

Pomona Division
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F U.S. Citizenship Required

students sec the excitement and
energy generated in the campaign
and want to be part of it.
Rocky Baros, a freshman
business major said he is working
for the King campaign because the
former relates to student and tries
to set up funds for education.
One student, Mark Cooper, said
he gets $2.65 an hour for .making
phone calls from the Republican
headquarters. "I still would have
worked even if I wasn't getting
paid," he said.
Frank Gallegos, President of
Students for Lujan said, "There are
six students who actively volun·
tcered in the Lujan campaign in
between their studies. None of these
students volunteered because of a
class assignment,'' Gallegos said.
Harry Pavlldis, valley coordinator for the Anaya campaign
said students support Anaya
because of his strong belief in
ecology, labor unions, and his proERA platform. "Anaya is in-

UNM Socialists give
political alternative
Racism and ~exism have come under attack by UNM student Mark
Curtis, a coordinator for the Young Socialist Alliance.
"Racism and sexism are inherent within the capitalist 5ystcm. The
~ystcm ~ouldn'l survive without them. The most liberal-minded
Democrat supports the capitalist system knowing this," said Curtis, a
sophomore in University College.
The alliance, which was founded in America about 20 years ago, the
coordinator said, was established around people who put out a
newspaper called the Young Socialist.
It has been on the UNM campus in some form or other for at least
seven years. Starting with a membership of 10, the group now has 20
members.
Curtis said that everyone in the YSA in Albuquerque is very active.
"We put out the Young Sacialisl and sell it; we hold forums; we set up
literature tables; we held some extremely large meetings of one of our
members, Hector Marroquin, who the U.S. is trying to deport. We are
active in the women's movement."
"Nationally, we're active in getting universities to withdraw investments from South Africa," Curtis said. He said UNM has
commercial investments in that country. "We're anti·nuclcar and
anti-waste, and we campaign for our own individual Socialist candidates," The Socialist candidates for the general election in New
Mexico are Carole Newcomb and Floyd Fowler.
"For most of their lives, people think there are only two alternatives: become a Democrat or a Republican, and work within those
party politics.''
"l n the Young Socialist Alliance, which puts everything into
perspective, socialism offers an alternative to the present system,
dealing with the sources of problems instead of their symptoms.''
Curtis said some people consider Socialists idealistic and escapists
from reality. "Well, of course there's nothing wrong with wanting to
escape the reality of war, high unemploylllcnt, poor education,
discrimination and so on. The list doesn't end. We.'re not embarrassed
with our politics. Most people have to apologize and try to justify the
stands !heir parties and candidates take. We don't."
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Fed up with
Hamburgers?

"Get Down"

1

l
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terestcd in the integrity of t!1e
average consumer, especially thooe
with
limited
incomes.,
like
students."
Robbie Danoff, a student

volttntccr i'or the Hawk campaign
said, "we have about 45 student
volunteers making phone calls,
politicking door-to-door, and
stuffing envelopes. About 23 of'

these students dcdicntc up to 12
hours a week."
Son1c students work !'rom two t.o
20 hours a week for Domcnici,"
Henson said.

Good reasons to vote
against Br~ce King
Bruce King could have reduced your taxes
wtJen he was Governo~ but he didn't He
kept pouring it on and piling up a big surplus.
During his administration, state government spending went up S136 million
New Mexico dropped from 47th to 49th,
among the states, in per capita income ...
and unemploymentjumped from 8°/o to 10°/o.
We can't stand any more progress like that.

Good reasons to vote
for Joe Skeen
Joe Skeen's first priority is to cut taxes. He'll
start by removing the gross receipts tax on
food, drugs and health seNices. Then, he'll
rework the property tax system to bring relief
where its long overdue.
Hes committed to cutting back, not
expanding, government. Joe Skeen will insist
that every state agency toe the line and
deliver more seNice for less money. And, he'll
sign a Right to Work bill to attract new
industries and more jobs.
November 7th, we'll step back ....
or move ahead. The choice is yours.
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UNM, wait no longer

Hoop Season Arrives
lly PETER MADRil)

Norm Ellenberger

Wait no long~r New Mexico,
l.obo baskc'tball is here tonight in
the Pit.
With football sca,on still going
on, the Lobo quintet of Norm
Ellenberger will hit the hardwood
tonight against the towering
Russian National team of .coach
Alcxandr Gok.mclski to unofficially
open the 1978-79 season for the
defending
Western Athlctk
Con fcrcnce champs.
New faces and new uniforms will
greet a crowd of around. 17,000 at

7:~5

p.m.

llut a few l'amiliar faces from lnst
year'.s 24-4 squad will also be on
hand for the opener.
Senior l'orward Phil Abney, who
is scheduled to start tonight, said,
"This game will be a big test for us.
I expect a real physical game. The
Russians are a big team but our
speed will make up for that."
Last year, the Lobos opened their
season by hosting I he Cuban
National team, downing the visitors
136-88. But the Russians pose a
bigger threat simply because or
their size.

Senior spark-plug guaru Russell
Saunders 1aid, "The Russians will
be more physical than the Cubans.
The Cubans had ;peed and the
Russians don't. This should help
us. And if' we don't do well, we
have three weeks to find out what
went wrong. '

1

After tonight's game, the Lobos
will not play again until Nov. 24
when they host New Mexico
Highlands to officially open the
season.
But tonight's game is what the
'Pack will have to worry about. The

Gridders Overcome TV, Poor Second Half

Russians' probable starting. lineup
will include 7-2 center i\lexandr
Belostennyi, 6-10 fomards Anatoli
Mbhkin and Andrei l.opatov, 6-0
guard Stanislav Eremin and 6-5
guard Ivan Edeshko.
Newcomer Dino Gregory, one of
the Lobo's tallest men at 6-8, said,
"I'm glad we're starting out by
playing the Russians. Last year I
saw them beat UCLi\ and people
will take note of the Lobos if we
can beat them,"
International rules .and international referees will be used in
tonight's game,

The UNM football team overcame televhion cameras and a poor
second half Saturday, and stopped
the Utah Utes 24-12,
Lobo quarterback Brad Wright
led the 'Pack with two touchdown
passes, one 0 r them a 71-yarder to
nashy Ricky Martin.
The Lobos, playing before a
regional television audience, ended
a six-game jinx, in which the Lobos
had never won with the television
cameras on them.
But it wasn't easy, especially in
the second half.
UNM tOok a 16-0 lead into the
locker room at half, but the offense
never seemed to get back into the
swing of things with the exception
of one drive.
Mike Forrest
Wright, who was named the
ABC-TV's defensive player
game's
best offensive player by the
of the game.

ABC broadca:,;ters, fumbled the
ball at his own one-inch line. The
turnover gave the Utes an easy
chance to punch it in from there,
which they did when reserve
tailback Robbie Richeson drove in,
Lobo defen,ive end Charles
Baker managed to do some scoring
of his won, as he sacked Ute
quarterback Randy Gomez in the
end zone for a two-point safety.
Later in· the third quarter the
offense, thanks to tight end Wult
Arnold, began .to move.
Arnold grabbed three drivesaving passes, including a 25-yard
touchdown pass from Wright,
during the 70-yard scoring drive.
The other two carches were for key
first downs.
Jn that same drive Wright hit on
four of five passes. Overall, Wright

X-counby Predictions Come True
By GAIL ROSENBLUM
UNM women's track Coach
Tony Sandoval made some
predictions last week. about the
outcome of the Regional crosscol)ntry meet in Laramie, Wyo.
Saturday-and his predictions of
the top three teams were quite
correct.
Defending champion Colorado
flew past the other 11 teams ;.o
place first in the meet with 54

points. UNM was second with 71
points and Colorado State was
third with 88 points,
, "The UNM women did a super
job," said Sandoval.
''There is quite a bit of character
on this team. Even with Paula
Trupenien out with an injury, the
team put out a great team effort.
They were always thinking
positive,"
he
said.
Janel
Wroblewski finished third on the

Last Try Wins. Title

Leader, Russell Saunders

Things get a little crazy this lime of year.
Politicians, dressed in their pin-striped suits and with hands that
will shake just about everything in sight, hit the streets and try to
convince people thalthey won't screw anybody over.
Soft green grass turns to crumbling yellow straw. Equally green
leaves turn to about a thousand different shades of brown and red.
And outside of a long, but seemingly short building people begin
lining up during the early afternoon hours.
It's all a part of Lobomania. It's called mania because of a lack of
something better to call it. But then again, maybe it's the perfect
word.
People begin lining up outside the Pit for a 7:35 game three or four
hours before the game, Campsites are set up the night before reserve
tickets are available.
Along the bottom row, the famed Front-row Flyers voice opinions
from everything from zebras to Lobo Coach Norm Ellenberger's
outfit.
Then there's the energetic Ellenberger. He crouches down and
begins to yell and point. His voice is very seldom hushed. His feel are
very seldom still.
"You're gotta attack them with your feel," Ellenberger tells his
1978-79 team.
There's no doubt. that their feet are quick, it's only a question of
them completing their assigned tasks.
They're a skinny bunch, with 6-8, 208-pound Larry Blein being the
biggest of the 'Pack.
But the Little General Russell Saunders looks as good as he was last
year offensively and even better defensively. The Iceman, Phil Abney,
is as smooth as ever. Mike Stewart is starter material, while newcomer
Andre Logan is sharp.
But Ellenberger has got to mold this bunch into a team. A team that
is up to par with Lobo tradition. If he doesn't, the mania may become
violent or at least frustratingly annoyed.

Andy Millon led his La~l Tr)'
squad to the intramural volleyball
title Thursday when they whipped
the Cut-throats 15-11, 15-9.
In the women's finals, the One
and Onlies, led by team captain
Carmelia Martinez, stopped the Las
Commarades 15-11, 16-.14.
Millon, whose powerful shots
stung the Cut-throats said, "We
came around. We didn't play good
in pool play at all. But we played
pretty good in this game (the
finals)."
"Most of us are seniors and this
was our last try to get the title,"
said Milton. Millon was on another
team last year and did win the title.
Teammate Dave Martinez said,
"Most of us have played together
for four years. All we wanted to do
was win it all."
Carmelia Martinez said, "We

finally did it. Everyone 'onributed
in his one."

Entries Due
Co-ree basketball, played with
three men and three women entries
are due tomorrow by 5 p.m. in the
intramural office room 230 of
Johnson Gym.
Last year 15 teams played and
more are expected this year.
Billiards singles for both men and
women are scheduled this Saturday
morning with entries also due
tomorrow in the intramural office.
Meetings for both six- person coree basketball and billiards are
scheduled for Thursday, Nov. 9 in
Johnson Gym. Billiards will be in
Room 154, and co-ree basketball in
Room230.
A chess tournament is being
offered starting Wednesday for al.l
the
physically handicapped
students, faculty, and staff in the
University.

For A Unique Individual
The field of Nuclear Power is one of the keys to our nation's energy problems. If you are .a college senior with
at least 1 year of college physics and mathematics
through integral calculus, you may qualify fora rewarding and challenging career in. Nuclear Power with
unlimited advancement opportunity and unusually attractive benefits including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transf'!r, Andre Logan
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Unique Career In

NUCLEAR POWER

Larry Selin

who is trying to become one ol sts
players in NCAA history Ill run for
over 4,ll00 yard.s in n career, only
gained 29 yards on sewn currie,,
llc n\>W lUI> 3,631 yards, 12J ymds
behind Woody tirccn'' Wi\C
record. The lobos still lmvc three
remaining g.nmcs thb sca~r~11.

*

*

*Obstacle *
Course

Greg Polinsky

Iceman Phil Abney

5000-meter course with a lime of
19:06. She trailed the individual
winner, Mary Decker of Colorado,
by 24 seconds,
Susan Vigil was 9th with a time
of 19:47. Patty Kaufmann
recovered from her virus to place
14th at 20: II and Lynn Brasher was
19th with a time of 20:35. Regina
Dramigo finished 26th with a time
of 21 :06.
Sandoval said the course, at an
altitude of 7200 feet, slowed the
women's times a bit,
UNM, along with Colorado and
Colorado Stale, will represent the
Intermountain Conference at
Nationals, Nov. 18 in Denver.
The top teams from across the
nation will be competing, including
powerful Iowa Stale, Wisconsin
and Califotnia, Berkeley.

completed 12 of 24 passes for 1'17
yards and no intc•·ceptions.
Gomez, who was second in the
Westcm Athletic Conference in
passing offense before the game, hit
on 14 of' 28 passes for 182 yards,
but was intercepted three time.s.
Lobo Jinebncker Mike Forrest
was one of those interceptors and
that, plus his menacing tackles
earned him ABC-TV's defensi vc
player of the game.
Wright and Forrest's plays got
UNM two $1,000 scholarships from
the Chevrolet people.
UNM fullback Mike Williams

Frisbee
Throw

*

,Six-Pack
Pitch In

*
*

*
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Enter in· Rm. 230 JohnsQn Gym
PRIZ:ES·TEAM TROPHIES-INDIVIDUAL PLAQUES

Winners Advance to State and Reg·ional
and National Competition
CO-ED 5 Males 3 Females
.
2 Coaches per team .
NO lettermen and current scholarship holders allowed!
tor more information contact Bud Man Flo Gallegos 294·6774 or 247·2408
o'rTim GutierezorTerryUnton •Intramural Dept

*
*
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Quolit_y Opero From ROT

VOTE TO RE-ELECT
JUDGE JOSEPH

lls TERRY DOUBLE
lleanicst ~on!'ratulntiom to the
Albuquerque Operu r hcatre on its
\\Cekcnd rrcmtcr of Mn;arl 's "Don
C iio'>~t!IHJi." I llc pa}!eantry of thi~
livclv otwru /Jt(//a was beau 1i tully
rcc·rcated. It ddightcd tlw audicr"·c•
and aroused keen intc·rc;t in the·
opera t'Orillllll!lity ror futurt.:
prod th;l I< His or simi Ia r q uali 1y.
In lWll ach Monut's aditplatilln
lollows the legendary Don Juan in
the rinal mhadvcnturcs of his
nel'aritHI\ L"nrcer. The traditional
reei pc for Of!<'ra /Jt(/.f(l dcmanth a
tan mixtttrc or tragedy and comedy
with a pinch or the supernatural
unr.l a dash of moraliting:. All arc
blended with the light broth of
Mozart's lovely theme\.
Don Giovanni (J)on Juan). the
masked seducer of Domw Anna, is
tliwovcred by her father, t lw
Commandawrc. A

Eyegla~~es ~r<.:on,t11~t

District Judge, Division Ill

Lenses
Fast ServiL-e, Quality and '
Style at Reasonal>le Cost

Casey Optical Co.
l:l dmtr~ \\'t~l uf Cust·~· lll'XIIIl Urug~l

Lomas at Washington • 265-8846
"11, I' nul F l

~rfllttliQ

r t,_ir<n.,tl•

which tiiC Commandatorc is killed.
Donna Anna and her o.,uitor, Don
Oiiav io. v"" rc·venge. Our rcdpe
"ails plln~ent 1v.ith the arrival or
the spirited Donna Elvira. the
C">lrall!-!l'd \\·ifl.' of (Jio\alln[ \\hO
'ec~s

to 1\tll llim back. l.epordln,
-.t!rHtnl, ~o,ing..,

( liuvannr, un\\ illinp

ol his lieentiuu; master'' inleT natinul ~..,l'npadL'.., in the famou..,
",.,:atalogw..· arL'a," lllltt:h to th~
disgu;t ol Ll; ira.
·r he catalogue is updated in

lolhw.inp

\L:Cl1L'\

a.., Don Ciinvanni'o.,
lend~:,

..,jngular ob!-.C\<.;ion

him to

wL'il-tirned try.sts with Zerlina, the
bride of Masctto, and an alluring
serenade to Elvira's maid. In the
fimtl scene our recipe iv well-done
as the statue of the Commantlatore
comes to life and casts Giovanni
into h~ll-a fitting reward for a life
0i'misdceds.
UNM's Scan Daniel played a
perfect Don Giovanni. His motions
seemed a bit stiff at times hut "ere
in keeping (<~long with hh rich
baritone) with the character of an
aging hon vivant. Donna !\1cRae'v
powerful soprano voice served
Elvira·.., "spit -and vinegar, neatly~

"~-------·····-·---
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EARN OVERs650 AMONTH
RIGHT THROUGH

YEAR.

If you're a junior or a senior majoring in math, physics or
engineering, the Navy has a program you should know about.
It's called the Nuclear Propulsion Officer CandidateCollegiate Program (NUPOC-C for short) and if you qualify,
you can earn as much as $650 a month right through your
senior year. Then after 16 weeks of Officer Candidate School,
yo~'ll receive an additional year of advanced technic.al
education. This would cost you thousands in a civilian school,
but in the Navy, we pay you. And at the end of the year of
training, you'll receive a $3,000 cash bonus.
It isn't easy. There are fewer than 400 openings and only
one of every six applicants will be selected. But if you make
it, you'll have qualified for an elite engineering training
program. With unequaled hands-on responsibility, a $24,000
salary in four years, and gilt-edged qualifications for jobs
in private industry should you decide to leave the Navy
later. (But we don't think you'll want to.)
Ask your placement officer to set up an interview with a
Navy representative when he visits the campus on Nov. 7-8,
or contact your Navy representative at 505-766-2335 (collect).
If you prefer, send your resume to the Navy Nuclear Officer
Program, Code 312-B537, 4015 Wilson Blvd., Arlington,
Va. 22203, and a Navy representative will contact you directly.
The NUPOC-Collegiate Program. It can do more than help
you finish college: it can lead to an exciting career opportunity.

NAVY OFFICER.
IT'S NOT JUST AJOB, IT'S AN ADVENTURE.

AATW: Kicking Heels

and (icne J\·cs as l cporcllo
provkkd c"ential comedic coni rust
t.o Don Giovanni.
T11e sopr<tno voke uf l·"ugenie
Hobbs (Dunna Anna) weakened
notkeablv in Act I I with h~r aria
r~ruting~ Ottavio'.., (burgc of
cruel tv. Her elonllinn became
elour.ly and sixteenth notes hlurrcd
inlo g.ti ... ~oand<h.
David Atlarm · secondary role as
Don Ouavio was the surprise of the
evening, Due to a dearth of tenors
in Prague, Motarl kept the run
,mall. Bm !\darns made the most of
it -hi~ two aria.~ were l;\eculed v.--ith
exceptional power <ind elal'ity.
Carol Yellott, a pert soprano. and
(1aritone Arthur Barrell were
appropriately engaging as the
peasanl ~ouplc Zerlina and
Masetto. Basso Robert Sheets sang
tl commcnr.lablc Commandatore,
His voice wa\ amp.lified in Lhc final
s~ene, heightening the supernatural
effect.
1 or nearly two hundred years
~.:riti~.., h~t\c argued on how Lo
properly stage "Don Gim anni."
Stage director David Bartholomew
(New l'nglantl Conservatory Opera
Theater) neatly ~iliesteppcd issues
or lime, place, and character
development. His use of one
clabonuc ;tai rca;e for all scenes
focused attention on action and
elrama, "hkh arc the eS'encc of
Don Giovanni as opera lm.f.l(r.
Subtle lighting techniques by Rush
Dudley solved time problems, and a
11 ondcrful translation bv Ruth and
Thomas ~·1artin rct;lincd the
dwracter and humor of LorcnJo da
Ponte's librctlo.
One notable flaw appeared in the
final scene. Traditionally, the
stal\le leads Don Giovanni into hell
with a hand clasp from which he
cannot be released-a stuiming
effect we've all experienced in
nightmares. lnstead, Bartholomew
chose to have Don Giovanni sept
away by "devil women," an idea
replete with irony but lacking
drama in its execution.
In support of the cast, Conductor
Kurt Frederick had his orchestra in
top form and set a lively pace
throughout the performance. A
special treat was the use of a
mandolin during Don Giovanni's
serenade, performed most effectively by UNM guitarist Hector
Garcia. Most orchestras simply
mimic the mandolin on violins
(pizzicato).
AOT's presentation of Don
Giovanni indicated a firm committment to high standards of
performance and staging. We
a11ticipa1e continuing excellence
with its production of Verdi's
''Othello" in the Spring.

By HILL ROBERTSON
The dust flew this weekend as
famed western swing band Asleep
At The Wheel played for dancehappy Friday and Saturday night
~rowdsat the Golden Inn.
The hard-traveling (120,000 miles
a year, says Chris O'Connell) swing
orchestra from Austin, Texas, drew
heallhy num.bers of listeners to both
J;hows, despite steep prices for
admission and drinks,
Personnel changes to the band in
recent years have not affected its
polisl\ed sound, which features the
integration of fiddle, sax, pedal
steel and guitar, Lopped off with
smooth vocals from O'Connell and
Ray Benson.
The band is hoping for some
respite from its road schedule with
the November release of a single,
''Texas Me 'N You," authored by

Limon At Popejo_y
The modern dance troupe, the
Jose Limon Dance Company, will
perform tonight and Tuesday night
in Popejoy Hall at 8:15p.m.
Mexican-born Limon died six
years ago. But, said Popejoy Hall
director William Martin, Limon's
company continues to preserve
much of his work and carry on his
dancing style. Many of the dancers
were personally trained by Limon.
The company is scheduled to
perform a different program each
night.
Monday's program includes
"Green Table," a story ballet
depicting a dance of death, by Kurt
Jooss. The other dance scheduled
for tonight is "Passacaglia and
Fugue," music by J .S. Bach.
Scheduled for Tuesday's program is

music by Norman Delio Joio.
Included in the company's two
performances will be the world
premier of "Figura,'' music by the
Paul Winter Consort and Andres
Segovia.
Tickets for the Jose Limon
Dance Company performances are
available at the Popejoy Hall box
office.

"Psalm 0 and "There is a Time."

. Arts Events
Monday, November 5
Perrormance; The Jose Limon
Dance Comany, 8:15 p.m.,
Popejoy Hall. Admission charge.
Concert; The UNM Jazz Bands,
Jeffrey Piper, director. 8:15p.m.;
Rodey theater, Free.
Tuesday, November 7
Lecture; UNM Professor Leon
Howard on "American History in
Folk Songs," Woodward Hall,
room 149, 3:30p.m. Free.
Recital; Robin Hoard, a vocalist,
8:15p.m., Keller Hall. Free.
Performance; see Monday.
Wednesday, November 8
Films· Film Committee presents
' a Ia New Yor k" - 6 m.
"Films
dependent films, 8 p.m., SUB
Theater. Admission charge.
Slide Show; women's studies
depart. presents "Lesbian Visual
Art,'' 7:30p.m., SUB, room 231 D.
Free.

12:30 p.m.; "Options: Marriage:
The First Step To Divorce"
5:30p.m.; KUNM News
p.m.; NPR's "All Things
Considered"

(>

~~ pRRks.

7 p.m.; "Raiccs Y Conciencia del
Pueblo" (la!ino)

10 p.m.: "Watznu" (new releases)
11

Pre-Hire
Temporary
Services
Jobs! Jobs! Jobs!
Cash Daily!!!
Laborers,
Domestics,
Clerical,
needed.
Wages above Minimum.
No fee, must have tran·
sportlltion and phone
1200San Pedro NE

262·1946

Parking in rear

Scott's ·
Records
"For t11e Col/actor"

Super Prices
610 Truman N·E·
1 block west ol San Matoo
v~

block north ol Lomas
5:30 p.m •• a;30 p.m.

Sekai, Fuji, Azuki

3,5,10 Speeds

DISCOUNT PRICES
All Mopeds- 5% above cost
1718 Central SE
243-9630

JOSEPH RYAN THE JUDGE
JOSEPH RYAN THE CITIZEN
JOSEPH RYAN THE MAN
JOSEPH RYAN THE DOER
Joe Ryan is a man of action. Since taking office in January HJ73, h\•lws
disposed of more than 10,000 cases, an aven1ge of. ov~~ 150 er•s<•;· p~; m~m
th. )11dge Hyan considers these anwng the most SlgutfiCant and >ahsfymg
issues of the last 5 1/2 years:
-Made the final determination that ended 23 years of litigation involving the Atrisco Land Gra~~t, dearing ti~lc to much of the _west side of
the Rio Grande and opening 11 up to housmg ~md evmmcrcHll devclopw
menl. In order to close this historic and complex em~:. Judge Hyan, :tft<·r
numerous hcnrings, rendered 234 partial judgements which ultimately
determined the heirship of some 3500 individuals. !lis partidpation i~1
the ceremony at which the oldc~1 clninumls received llt·ock .in lhc :~uc ..
cessor Westland Development Compall)', Judge Hyan descr1hes as th<•
n1ost gratifying moment in my judicial carc·er.u
-Fought >uccessfully for more cnlightc11Cd t;eatmcnt of m_cntally
disturbed children. His years of per,;evcrance W1th the state legislature
saw establishment of the Children's Psychiatric Center on the campus of
the U. N .M. School of M<.cJicine.
-Heard important cases against the Department of lleulth and Soci:1l
Services (now the Homan Servkes Department) involving tro~thled
juveniles. His actions a juclge and his individual efforts rcsult.cd m an
H.S.S.D. contract with a licen.,ed psychiatric hospital to opcr~te a care
unit for disturbed New Mexico teenagers at Silver City, Prevwusly, oil
teenage psychiatric patie11ts were treatL.cJ out of state.
-Was invited by Governor A[x>daca to serve on a con1mitt~c cxnn~i~l!ng
the educational need' of New Mexico's juvenile correctiOn fnc1htws.
Representing the state judiciary with Supreme Court Ju':ticc Dan Sosil,
Judge Ryan and the committee complct~ wor.k tl.•?t enhrel~ rcv:~mpcd
the educational structure at these dctcntmn umts. I he comm•tlce IS now
engaged in similar work involving education programs for adult of-

GRADUATING
ENGINEERS:

. We 10ffer civilian career opportunities that stress Immediate ''hands-on"
responsibility-your chance for recognition, reward and professional
growth right from the start.
Mare Island Is an engineer's kind of world. We're the third largest active
naval shipyard In the U.S. and the West Coast's oldest and best known
navallnstftutlon.
·
' And we're located In one of the world's best places to live and work-the ·
heart of Northern California! San Francisco Is just a bay away ••• the
famous wine country Is right next door..• and sailing or skiing are as close
as next week-end! To get complete Information, contact your placement
office and sign up now for an Interview.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
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Sign up now for a
look at one of the
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College Studies
Got You Down?
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"It's the l'ARKSEXPEfUENCE
thnls gets jobs."
Starts Sept. 25
F!iltUl('lnl Ald 1\\!illuhlt•
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221 San Pedro NE;
266-7851

MARE ISLANI) NAVAL SHIPYARD.
Vallejo, California

An Equal Opporlunliy Employer
0. S. Cltlzeruhlp Required

Visa,
MC

Mon.-Sat. 9-

Martin said "Psalm" is a serious
work of deep religious significance.
"There
is
a
Time"
was
choreographed by Limon with

KUNm Toda_y
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Benson. "li's the most commercial wavs, waiting for repairmen.
The band has been together since
thing Asleep at The Wheel has ever
1969, one oi' the first outfits to
done,'' said O'Connell.
The single, like so many others, is capitalize on the resurgence in
a result of pressure from the band's popularity of country music.
label, Capitol Records. "They tell Headquartered in Austin, the
us we're not comnwre!al enough,'' movement was tagged "progressive
she said. "As far as I'm concerned, country." The Wheel \1as always
this single is as commercial as we're been in the fringe of this group,
however, preferring to play music
gonna get.''
Life on the road ('' ... not in more traditional ways, adhering
appreciated by Capitol," said closely to their spritual mentor,
O'Connell) has been hard on Lhe Bob Wills.
band's buses. "Our first bus was a
At the Golden Friday night, the
1955 Scenicruiser we bought with band performed many of their
four million miles on it," she said. more famous numbers, to the
"Now we have a '68 Silver Eagle we obvious delight of the dancebought !'rom Commander Cody, conscious members of the audience.
and it's a .dog.
When space ran out on the floor,
"If 1 had a can of kerosene l'd which was cleared of tables
burn that thing right now," she beforehand, many couples did Lhe
said. This feeling was precipated by next best thing; they took Lo the
long hours stranded on lonely high- table-lops.

Campus Bicycle and Moped (Behind Okies)
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VAL.L!:Y l'CIRGE iU,STAURANT i1 uccepllng
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openings part time or full time - no eJtperienc~
nccess:1ry- We also have openings for experi~nced
bartenders. An excellent opportunity to supplement
your t:ollcge income • or to crel\le one! Apply in
rcr~on al613241h St. NW. E.O.E.
11113

NEEDED: STUDENT FOR after school child·care, 2
children, my home ne11r l.Jniver$lty. 3·5 days per
week, 3-4 hrs. per day. 265·6871 eves.
11/07
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Much<•lliloll Chum Mt.trrun llnll, Huom lOS.

505 San Pedro SE 265-0335
FREE ESTIMATES and
10% OFF USED TV'S
with valid UNM ID
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. . Buy one gtzza, _
1
1 get the next struiller size free. 1

I
I

I
1

L

Przza Inn's l"esistible pluas are now twice as tempting. With this coupon.
When you buy any giant, large or medium size thlil crust pizza or any large size
thick crust plua at the regular menu price, we'll give you one pizza of tho next
smaller stze with equal number of Ingredients and tne same typo crust freo.
Present this coupon with guest check.
Validthru: :-.o,.J:tw;.~ .
Coupon Not Valid for Gourmet_ Pizzas
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1240\\ 1 untill).: llhli. \.1-.,
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P.J.ZZ&Lnn.

We repair stereos, tv's. tapes, and
also have eleot!onic parts In stock.

"\Wve got a keling you're gonna lilce us.".

GAmES AREA

TDDAY'S CBDSSIDRD PUZZLE

1/2 hour FREE on any
non-coin operated go.me
ffion. - Fri. from
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Tr1.J your skill at:
Bllllotds
Dotts

Ping Pong
Shuffle Bootd

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

ffiERCADO
Todo~' s Special

Buy one paperback

~

book at regular price; -·" · ·
" ..:-~-buy one paperback of·
I'd~"' same price for 50°/o OFF

..

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

FOOD AREAS
Toda_y's Specio\s
Sidewalk Cafe
Sweet S hoppe

Tlo VIvo

Brunch Special
Coffee flavored
frozen yogurt

Jumbo Bufger 95¢

Caso del Sol
Chicken Plo.utas·

ACROSS
1 Bow
4 Baster
9 Flower stalk
14- Fail:
Stone of
Destiny
15 Sheeplike
16 Canada's
Miss Secord
17 2nd grade
products
19 Lady20 Fast of foot
21 Native;
Abbr.
22- humbug
23 Dry run
24 Where Exeter is
26 Finest
29 Curling mark
31 Epoch
32 Poker stake
33 Apprehend
36 Adam's son
38 One of ten
39 Snood
41 Arena
43 Finale
44 Repeat
46 E3uilds

47
49
50
51

Grows old
Big casino
Tear
Skin: Comb
form
52 Stalks

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Friday's Puzzle Solved:

54 Dill

58 Shake a
60 Regt. Supp.
Off.

61 Teed off
62 Clear as
64 Fast missive: 2 words
66 Mucilage
67 Exemplary
68 Sea eagle
69 Cup: Fr.
70 Belgium

river
71 Stain
DOWN

1 Up high
2 Firearm
3 Eating
places
4 Species
5 Stowe
heroine
6 Flinch
7 Salad plants

8 Puts back

9 Slice
10 Melon
11 Genuine
12 Tennis-

40 Grafe's ''On

--'"

42 Leave
45 Put t o - - :
Table
48 Treats ores
53 Customs
55 Celebrated

13 Lug
18 Outdo
24 Spots
56 All
25 Carps; Br.
57 Lead-tin al27 Portly
loy
28 swarms
30 Slave of old 59 Merriment
61 Erase
33 Leading
62 Liable
34 Grassland
63 Farm sound
35 Having no
65 Spanish artijockey
cle
37 Mata-

